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national package design winner.
In 2019, I won the Young Designers 
competition hosted by ICMAD, 
a non-profit organization that 
supports innovative companies in 
the cosmetic industry.

won $5k and a week in spain.
Winnings included being hosted by 
Quadpack for a week in Barcelona, 
Spain, a check for $5,000, and I was 
offered an internship with Mary Kay.

Quadpack is a global manufacturer 
and provider of hybrid packaging 
solutions for beauty brands.

Mary Kay is a direct marketing 
cosmetics company.

vous 
conditioning 
products.

go to article

https://americas.quadpack.com/2019-young-designers-award-competition-winners/
https://americas.quadpack.com/2019-young-designers-award-competition-winners/
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taught myself to sew.
I had no idea how to sew before this! But 
I took on the challenge to learn a new 
approach to accomplish my vision.

focus on diversity + sustainability.
I knew I wanted to focus on two things:

I wanted to encourage inclusive thinking around 
design and wanted my product to be uniquely 
made with the consumer’s needs put first. I chose 
to focus on three hair types and textures:
curly hair, straight hair, and beard hair. 

I didn’t want to make another paper box that 
you buy and throw away. I wanted to create 
something reusable and useful. My target 
audience was fresh out of college and moving to 
a new job or traveling for interviews. There are a 
million concerns for them, but a leaky conditioner 
bottle is not one. The travel bag is for them.

03 the challenge at hand.
I was given white, 8oz tubes and tasked 
with creating a brand for a cosmetic 
product. My design was chosen over a 
pool of over 400 design students from 
23 schools.
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i really love beer.
I traveled around Oregon sampling 
beers, exploring breweries, and 
documenting my experience along 
the way. Hopefully some day you’ll see 
this book in the gift shop while you’re 
grabbing a cold one!

multimedia project.
Books, videos, photography, oh my! 
This project showcases my wide 
range of design interests and of 
course my love for beer.

lifestyle photography.
One of my favorite design pastimes is 
getting the lighting and setup tuned to 
perfection for top quality results. Make 
that product shine, baby!

Fun Fact I took most of the product photos for 
this project on a sheet wrapped around a chair! 
I’m a wizard at getting the perfect shot, no top 
notch equipment needed (although greatly 
appreciated).

beer book.
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work + play.
I’m a strong believer of the work and 
home life balance. When I’m at work I 
dive all in and am genuinely excited to 
be there. And when I get home I often set 
out to creatively challenge myself with a 
passion project, like this beer book!

challenge accepted.
It’s not always easy working with 5+ 
brands in one project. I sought out 
ways to bring cohesion across the book 
through the use of illustrated layouts 
of the breweries, unique page number 
styling, patterns, and accent colors.
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brand in distress!
When I became Design Manager at 
Inked Gaming the brand was outdated 
and the website wasn’t accessible for 
mobile users, their largest demographic, 
and was in desperate need of a face lift.

teamwork made the dream work.
I worked with website developers, lead a 
team of designers, assessed marketing 
needs, worked with a photographer to 
create product photos and mockups, 
drafted content with a copywriter and 
more behind the scenes!

inked
gaming
rebrand +
new website.

go to site

https://www.inkedgaming.com/
https://www.inkedgaming.com/
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logo reimagined.
I wanted to steer the brand away 
from tattoos, as one often thinks when 
hearing “inked” and we chose to use 
an octopus for the new mascot. I 
highlighted elements of Inked Gaming 
through the design and color of the logo.

20-sided dice is a recognizable symbol across 
tabletop, PC, and console gaming.

Green is for custom products.
Blue is for the Artist Program.
Purple is for the Affiliate Program.
Yellow is for Customer Care.
Orange is for the staff, Team Inked.

following the brand.
One way to note the increase in 
brand awareness is through the 
consistent gain in Inked’s social media 
engagements and followers. The most 
impressive being their Instagram 
account. When I took over they had 
1,182 followers and now they’re over 
7,000 and counting!

out with the old in with the new
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experiential design.
This project was a dream come true! 
I’m eager for more opportunities 
where I can curate user experience 
through space layout and design.

challenging branding.
Kraken combines the worlds of 
collectible card games like Pokémon, 
and sports cards. The store is located 
in downtown Corvallis and our target 
demographic included gamers, sports 
fans, and passerbys. Which makes for a 
challenging brand!

mission accomplished.
The mature color palette and imagery 
appeals to an older crowd and the 
bright orange accent snags the 
attention of the younger crowd.

kraken
retail store.

go to site

https://www.krakentradingcards.com/
https://www.krakentradingcards.com/
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artist collaboration.
A large part of my role in this project 
was researching and ordering products, 
working with printers and decal shops, 
and my favorite - selecting and guiding 
an artist for a 12x20 foot kraken mural for 
the center of the shop.

Artist: Courtney Marchesi

multi-media.
One of my favorite aspects of design is 
how broad the range of “design” really 
is. I’m a pro at juggling many hats. For 
this project I’ve designed a retail store, 
created a series of apparel designs, 
managed a design team, launched a 
new website, curated a podcast, and 
created a memorable brand.

show me more!
Kat, where are the rest of the 
pictures? Well let me tell ya! 
Kraken is expected to have 
a soft opening April 1st, 2021 
and is currently still under 
construction. Grand opening 
will be in a post-Covid world.

WINDOW DECALSWINDOW DECALS



go to video
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animation exploration.
Here’s a sneak peek into my fun side.
I was challenged by a mentor to 
create a music video, and the astro 
love story was born!

the beat rocks.
The song is Astronaut (Something About 
Your Love) by audio genius Mansionair.

creative thinking.
I had a fire to learn animation but no 
one to teach me. So I turned to the tube 
and taught myself how to create frame-
by-frame animations in Photoshop, 
export each scene individually, and 
stitch them together in Premiere. (Before 
After Effects was added to my toolkit, 
this was my go-to strategy).

astro
love story.

https://www.katbrint.com/astrolovestory


04 storytelling.
I love looking at stills from movies 
and seeing how much information is 
captured in one shot. Through the stills 
of astro love story I demonstrate my 
attention to detail, captured emotion, 
and targeted the key elements to get 
the message of the story across.

Even if the message is about a dancing 
astronaut landing on Mars and falling in 
love with an alien ;) 



With 60+ freelance projects under my belt, I’m well versed in how to communicate with clients to find the perfect solution to their design emergency!




